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Abstract When ethical decisions have to be taken in critical, complex medical situations, they often involve decisions that set the course for or against life-sustaining treatments. Therefore the decisions have far-reaching consequences for the patients, their relatives, and often for the clinical staff. Although the rich psychology literature provides evidence that reasoning may be affected by undesired influences that may undermine the quality of the decision outcome, not much attention has been given to this phenomenon in health care or ethics consultation. In this paper, we aim to contribute to the sensitization of the problem of systematic reasoning biases by showing how exemplary individual and group biases can affect the quality of decision-making on an individual and group level. We are addressing clinical ethicists as well as clinicians who guide complex decision-making processes of ethical significance. Knowledge regarding exemplary group psychological biases (e.g. conformity bias), and individual biases (e.g. stereotypes), will be taken from the disciplines of social psychology and cognitive decision science and considered in the field of ethical decision-making. Finally we discuss the influence of intuitive versus analytical (systematical) reasoning on the validity of ethical decision-making.
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Introduction: reflecting on the origins of misjudgment

The susceptibility to undesirable influences in medical decision-making—and the ensuing misjudgment or error—has been studied more thoroughly with regard to patients than with regard to health care professionals. One paramount example regarding treatment is the Placebo Effect and its consequences (Beecher 1955; Brody 1997). In human experimentation, the Rosenthal Effect, also called ‘experimenter expectancy effect’, that holds that the subject’s responses can be influenced through the study leader’s expectations, has been acknowledged as an influential factor (Rosenthal 1966). Is there a need for health care professionals to also reflect on their own susceptibility, especially in ethically sensitive situations? We argue that there is evidence for such a need, will show why this is the case, and suggest what should be taken into consideration.

The ethical significance of making treatment decisions, especially in severely ill and vulnerable patients, has received increasing acknowledgement among health care professionals. This awareness can be seen as one factor that has paved the way for the development of clinical ethics support services in the last two decades (American Society for Bioethics and Humanities, ASBH 1998). Research in medical ethics may include, according to Sugarman and Sulmasy (2001), decision analysis as a field of academic inquiry (Asch 2001). Analyzing treatment decisions and their inherent risk of bias, misjudgment, or fallacy, may benefit from research conducted in psychology on imperfect reasoning and the risk of making errors. The discourse on the methodology of ethics or meta-ethics has so far primarily focused on the challenge of avoiding the is—ought fallacy (Hume 1978; Moore 1959). Sugarman and Sulmasy (2001) list however several other types of fallacy, such as concluding moral validity from majority votes, or...
Psychology research has been instrumental in highlighting specific errors, fallacies and mistakes. It also sheds light on the characteristics of situations and persons or groups that may trigger bias in making judgments and decisions. One of the most prominent discoveries has been the Halo Effect that holds that aspects of the general impression of a person (such as attractiveness), dominates judgment on details such as the person’s intellectual capacity (Thorndike 1920). Moral reasoning and judgment has been the subject of sophisticated psychological investigation for two decades; the research of Lawrence Kohlberg, Carol Gilligan and others have stimulated the ethics discourse and contributed to sharpening our view on well argued and balanced moral deliberation (Kohlberg et al. 1983; Nunner-Winkler 1984). The work of John Rawls (1971) and other moral philosophers, especially in discourse ethics (Habermas 1995), have brought a move towards models of reflection and communication that can help to identify and overcome problematic forms of reasoning and conversation.

In clinical ethics support services, the topic of errors and mistakes has been addressed in a textbook edited by Rubin and Zoloth (2000). The quality of ethics consultations and their challenges are discussed and illustrated by case studies (Rubin and Zoloth 2000; Bernal 2000; Reitemeier 2000; Fletcher et al. 2000). Nevertheless, more research is necessary to find out how we can systematically clean our decisions and consultations from reasoning errors that may go unnoticed. Especially studies that evaluate clinical ethics consultation should address the issue of the prevalence of bias, misjudgment or fallacy on the quality of reasoning and decision-making (Foerde et al. 2008; Jungermann et al. 2005, p. 281). Systematic, i.e. non-transparent, and be dependent on changes in the patient’s condition, uncertain prognosis, and undesired or uncontrollable effects. Such decisions sometimes need to be made under time pressure, with some of the consequences being irreversible.

Psychological research has shown that in such complex, interconnected, dynamic decision situations, our brain is susceptible to ‘reasoning errors’ (e.g. Dörner 1997; Jungermann et al. 2005, p. 281). Systematic, i.e. non-accidental reasoning errors (Redelmeier et al. 2001), happen repeatedly with most people. However identifying and controlling reasoning biases in ethical decision-making process is rarely named as a step in models of ethical decision-making. Clinical ethical decision-making takes place at the individual and at the group level. Therefore the exemplary biases dealt with below (that have been taken from the disciplines of social psychology and cognitive
Examples of systematic reasoning errors in group decision-making processes

‘Process loss’: tendency of groups to concentrate on what the majority of members know

The aspects of group interaction that inhibit optimal decision-making are termed ‘process loss’ in social psychology. In any group, members share a certain amount of information. However, there are always pieces of information not known to everyone.

Strasser und Titus (1985) developed a research paradigm to investigate the effects of shared and non-shared information on group decisions. The paradigm is based on the so-called ‘Hidden-Profile-Technique’, and the underlying findings of the ‘Collective Information Sampling’ (Gigone and Hastie 1993, 1996). Using the ‘Hidden-Profile-Technique’ the individual group members are only given access to a fragment of the total information, and therefore the best decision option is not accessible i.e. it is hidden. Groups tend to concentrate on information known to the majority, so called shared information (Stasser and Titus 1985), while ignoring specific information known only to a minority—so called unshared information (see also Kelly and Karau 1999). Shared information appears within the group discussion to be more plausible and it will be consensually validated (Parks and Cowlin 1996).

The influence of unshared information on the ethical decision-making process is discussed in the following sections.

Analysis and conclusion for practice

Clinical ethical questions cannot be resolved based solely on shared, means medical knowledge. It is of fundamental importance to also include non-shared information, as ethical, legal and psychological aspects, as well as the patient’s values. Knowledge from these areas often involves unshared information. If a team fails to share knowledge and to communicate during a case discussion regarding, for example, the patient’s wishes, potentially relevant information will not be considered.

The tendency of groups to ignore information that is known only to some can be overcome by clarifying what kinds of information are regarded as relevant, and who is responsible for contributing a certain type of information. We recommend that clinical teams as well as ethical case rounds establish rules for daily routine on how to exchange and record patient-relevant information that otherwise may go unshared, thereby making it transparent to others. Enough time should be allocated for ethical case discussions in order to facilitate exchanging and considering previously unshared information because information that is not known to all members of the clinical team is likely only to be mentioned during the course of a longer case discussion (Larson et al. 1998; Stasser 2000).

Are group decisions always better than individual decisions?

The question whether group decisions lead to better decision outcomes than individual decisions depends on certain variables. One very crucial variable is the availability of (additional) information to certain group members (Schulz-Hardt et al. 2006). Unless members share their individual knowledge, the quality of group decisions is not superior to decisions taken by knowledgeable and responsible individuals (or even very small teams of two or three). This seems to support forms of clinical ethics support services following the ‘consultant’ or ‘liaison’ models (Reiter-Theil 2001, 2003, 2009; Richter 2007).

‘Group think’

Another reason for suboptimal group decisions is so-called ‘group think’. This term, coined by Janis (1982), is defined as a quick and simple decision-making method which people use when working in a very cohesive subgroup. A ‘cohesive subgroup’ means a relatively close-knit team that frequently arises in the clinical setting, e.g. a health care team intensely engaged in caring for a severely ill patient. However, group think may also appear in discussions between renowned experts. ‘Group think’ is characterized by striving for agreement in a way that hinders group members from evaluating differing or diverging views or courses of action. This may result in values such as harmony or solidarity inappropriately guiding decision-making. Although harmony and especially solidarity are highly esteemed values, following them without reflection may compromise ethical reasoning, and eventually lead to simplistic agreement (Ross et al. 2006).

Analysis and conclusion for practice

It cannot be made clear enough that in spite of consensus-building, good intentions, and even the application of apparently sound reasoning, decision-making processes influenced by unconsidered group think can result in ethically inappropriate decisions. In order to reduce the occurrence of group think when dealing with complex
ethical decisions, it is recommended that explicit decision procedures or methods be used for reflection and structuring (Agich 2001; Reiter-Theil 2009). Another strategy is to assign the role of a moderator to an adequately trained staff to help integrate various opinions into the case discussion. The moderator could and should counteract group think, in addition to encouraging and facilitating exchange of knowledge and different views; this will be even easier if he or she is not part of the health care team, and therefore less susceptible.

Group size and tendency to conform in groups

Psychological research reveals that pressure to conform in a decision-making process increases with the size of a group (Campbell and Fairey 1989; Gerard et al. 1968; Rosenberg 1961; Saks 1977; Saks and Marti 1997).

Analysis and conclusion for practice

Discussions of ethically sensitive treatment decisions often occur in an interactive situation with the aim of reaching a well reasoned, justified consensus. Such discussion groups varies in size and setting depending on the urgency and complexity of the decision. Up to a number of four to five people groups show a tendency to produce a pressure to conform (Asch 1956). These group decisions carry a risk for premature agreement. Premature agreement can be counteracted by consciously integrating ‘unshared information’ in the decision-making process. All members, but particularly the moderator or ethics consultant, have the responsibility to reflect, check, or even question an emerging ‘consensus’ to avoid mere conformity. This is particularly important in societal contexts that prioritize a culture of consensus-building or strongly support the willingness to agree or compromise.

Social impact theory

Social Impact Theory involves ‘informative social influence’ as well as ‘normative social influence’. ‘Informative social influence’ is present when a person does not know how to do or express something correctly. Consequently the behavior of others is referred to as an important source of information for selecting appropriate actions for oneself. As this kind of reaction is typically prevalent in unknown, confusing situations, or when the consequences of one’s behavior are difficult to anticipate, the effect can be significant when making critical treatment decisions under conditions of uncertainty. In these situations, experts are particularly influential, because they appear to have the most knowledge and experiences concerning what reactions are appropriate (Kelley 1955).

‘Normative social influence’ means that an individual changes his or her own behavior to adapt to another person or group, not however because of the others’ superiority in judging the situation, but rather because the individual wants to be accepted and integrated in the group; benefit from in-group advantages, and avoid being criticized or rejected. This happens through adapting to the social norms, implicit and explicit rules or values and attitudes of the group. Normative social influence can occur even in situations where people conform despite knowing that the action is wrong, as has been shown in prominent psychological experimentation (Asch 1956; Milgram 1976, 1974).

Analysis and conclusion for practice

To give an example: in an institution of long-term care there is a well established, implicit social norm that it is morally acceptable to restrain a restless or confused patient for medical reasons. Thus a hemiplegic patient’s non-paralyzed arm is restrained during the night in order to prevent her from repeatedly pulling out the nasogastric feeding tube. A new young nurse P. joins the care team; he feels that this practice violates the patient’s integrity. P. finds himself confronted with uncertainty: whether to speak out and risk infringing group norms, or to follow normative social influence?

If nurse P. decides to comply with the group norm, he misses the chance to raise the ethical question whether or not the restriction of the patient is justified and, if so, for what reasons. Furthermore, the opportunity to clarify the practice in the light of relevant ethics guidelines will also be missed. Instead, mutual trust and an open group climate should be created to enhance reflection and articulation of ethical values and norms of all involved in order to prevent inappropriate treatment decisions.

Examples of systematic biases in individual decision-making processes

The following section describes relevant selected examples of systematic biases in individual decision-making, which might lead to a suboptimal or biased result.

Belief in a just world

The ‘belief in a just world’ bias is based on the dangerous assumption that everyone gets what they deserve, and everyone deserves what they get. Belief in a just world may be applied to oneself or others, consciously or unconsciously (Bierhoff 2006). The belief in a just world does not necessarily hamper judgment processes, but it increases
the risk of making bad decisions if applied without reflection. People who believe in a just world sympathize with the winners and devalue the losers (Lerner 1980).

**Analysis and conclusion for practice**

If health care professionals adopt a ‘just world’ position, they could believe that patients ‘deserve’ their medical problems because of their own behavior. This may trigger an attitude that serves to rationalize and support discrimination (e.g. Hurst et al. 2007; Albisser Schleger and Reiter-Theil 2007).

**Clinical example for the ‘Belief-in-a-Just-World Bias’**

An example is the case of a female, obese welfare aid recipient with a slightly low IQ, arteriosclerosis and consequential apoplexia with hemiplegia and speech disorder, with the assumption being made that the problems are caused by immoderate eating behaviour. The assessment of this situation based on a ‘Belief in a Just World’ would argue that her situation is self-inflicted and, thus, “deserved” as it is; accordingly, it would appear justifiable to delay allocating her a place in a rehabilitation clinic. However a more careful assessment of the situation would disclose that the patient suffered from severe meningitis in her youth, which has resulted in a binge eating disorder

1 for which she should not be blamed. Furthermore, the patient has multiple risk factors for discrimination (e.g. multimorbidity, chronic illness, low socio-economic status), that can lead to difficulties in obtaining a treatment place in a rehabilitation clinic (Hurst et al. 2007).

**Stereotypes, prejudice**

Research has shown that stereotypes and prejudice represent subgroups of opinions and attitudes. Prejudices (such as ‘old people are obstinate’), involve per definition emotional components that are mistaken, premature, generalizing and clichéd. Prejudices are characterized by their stability and resistance to change, even in the light of contradicting information. Stereotypes (such as ‘old people have bad health’), are oversimplified cognitive representations of the social environment, enabling quick processing of information and orientation. Both stereotypes and prejudices lead to information not being critically questioned, and to information that contradicts accepted notions not being appropriately considered in the decision-making process.

---

---

Analysis and conclusion for practice

Stereotypes and prejudices often have ethical connotations. If they are introduced into the treatment decision-process without reflection in the context of a complex clinical ethical question, stereotypes and prejudices may lead to inappropriate decisions.

**Example**

A young man forgets to buy bread at the shop, old persons do not buy bread because they are senile.

**Omission bias**

The omission bias describes the subjective perception that it is more risky to act than to omit (with omission meaning non-action, prolonging the present state or avoid a decision). The tendency not to act if the action’s consequences are uncertain seems to be due to the wide-spread feeling that one is more culpable for the (potentially negative) consequences of one’s actions, than for the same consequences that would result from an omission (Anderson 2003).

**Analysis and conclusion for practice**

In medical practice, the psychological phenomenon of the omission bias has been observed by Spranca et al. (1991), and discussed from an ethical perspective, particularly in situations with high uncertainty such as in intensive care (Beck et al. 2008). According to this study, some intensive care doctors were more likely to choose the passive way of ‘non-action’ or maintaining the present state when confronted with complex or uncertain decision situations, such as whether to limit a life-sustaining measure in a severely ill patient. Preferring non-action means that no active measures will be taken, or that ongoing treatment will be continued without reflection. This tendency appears to be further supported through the rule ‘above all, do no harm’, which can be interpreted as prioritizing risk avoidance, and as a result may be used to justify non-action or prolongation of the present state. Furthermore, fear of harming the patient through taking action (e.g. legal claims), leads to a preference for omission (Beck et al. 2008). As a result, suffering may be prolonged by continuing treatment (Aberegg et al. 2005; Albisser Schleger et al. 2008; Zikmund-Fisher et al. 2006; Beck et al. 2008).

The omission bias and the related emotions can be counteracted if clinical experts consciously base their decision on facts and commit to respect the patient’s wishes as far as possible, while involving the relatives in an appropriate way (Reiter-Theil et al. 2007).
Intuitive versus analytical decision strategies and their influence on the validity of making ethically sensitive decisions

Ethically sensitive decisions are often complex, and optimally require systematic reflection in the form of applying a ‘balancing of interest process’ to the various options that are available for action. The choice of the cognitive reasoning strategy—intuitive (automatic, non-reflected) versus analytical (conscious, controlled)—seems to play a role in influencing the quality validity of the ethical decision-making.

Intuitive reasoning

In everyday decision situations, information processing within the decision-making process tends to occur in a resource-saving way, with the resource ‘reasoning’ being used as sparingly as possible. This typically implies using intuitive, automatic, unconscious or fast decision strategies, which lead to a decision relying on a few distinct, situational features, whereby the deeper reflection of the consequences of the possible treatment options are explicitly ignored. One approach for such a fast (and therefore resource-saving) information processing is ‘heuristics’, so-called rules of thumb that provide a quick orientation and simple answers. Heuristics speed up the ability to decide by simplifying the problem. In everyday decision situations, they can usefully lead to quick as well as efficient outcomes (e.g. Gigerenzer et al. 1999; Hertwig and Todd 2003). However, empirical literature on the validity of moral heuristics is scarce (Sunstein 2005), and controversial.

We consider that intuitive reasoning can play a role in identifying typically problematic situations. However in ethical decision-making processes, what is usually required is an explicit identification and evaluation of the consequences of the various options for action. The decision and recommendation regarding which option is ethically justifiable and preferable should be based on an analytical reasoning strategy.

Analytical reasoning

The analytical reasoning strategy is characterized inter alia by a consciously controlled decision process that minimizes automaticity, resulting in the emotional influence on the decision process being fairly low. The decision speed is slow because of the high number of details that need to be considered. Such analytical decision strategies are characterized by good predictive power, high reliability and high probability that the decision will be based on the best available scientific literature. Table 1 summarizes and contrasts the features of intuitive versus analytical decision strategies.

Analysis and conclusion for practice

Lack of time is a dominating phenomenon that most health care professionals face in clinical practice. If time-saving, intuitive decision strategies are applied uncritically to complex, anomalous ethically sensitive decision situations, there is a risk of systematic bias occurring, thus violating ethical values and norms. Therefore in ethical decision-making, the appropriate cognitive strategy should be consciously selected.

Conclusions

In this paper we aim to contribute to the sensitization of systematic reasoning biases. Whereas formal and particularly informal fallacies are mostly addressed by philosophy and logic, our contribution compliments these strands of analysis by focusing on empirical research and decision psychology because we consider these disciplines to be valuable in this field of enquiry.

Possible risk factors for systematic biases include undesired, latent influencing factors on individual or group decision-making processes, as well as the reasoning strategy (intuitive vs. analytical) underlying the decision. Therefore, an awareness of potential reasoning errors is needed. A critical reflection of information processing supports the awareness of latent influencing factors on complex clinical ethical decision-making processes from a meta-perspective. Acknowledging one’s own error-proneness is a prerequisite to the prevention of systematic reasoning errors.

Explicit decision-making strategies or methods including check lists are possible approaches for the control of systematic biases. They are not just mnemonic devices, but precautionary measures against ‘reasoning ergonomics’ that may challenge the quality of the outcome.

The recent literature on clinical decision-making and the ethics support reflects the need for a thorough discourse on
quality and errors in the field (Rubin and Zoloth 2000; Pfaefflin et al. 2009). We suggest that systematically integrating psychological, sociological or medical empirical knowledge will enhance the quality of all possible kinds of making ethically sensitive decisions at the bedside.

The reasoning errors, biases or fallacies presented here are not comprehensive; many other factors such as the influence of emotions, one’s personal perspective, or the number of available options, can influence medical ethics decision-making and need to be addressed by further research.
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